Academic
Policy
Catalysing Core Skills

Dire c t o r ’ s Note:
Artes School is built on the foundation of a reimagined
schooling system experienced never before. It is our brain
child and a school only limited to one’s imagination. With
this non-conventional approach we plan to revolutionize the
typical education system we all have been through. We are
here to break boundaries and create a world of education
without bounds. We sincerely hope that
our parents &
teachers will help us change this industry to achieve our goal
of a stress free and a happy education system where our
children will learn more and worry less.
- Taha Ali
(Founder)

Prin c i p a l ’s Note:
Artes School convinced me to be a part of this exceptional
organisation as it has brought a revolutionary change in the
education system of Pakistan. The uniqueness of this school
in regards to our traditional schooling system is that it has
made education burden less for students of this new
generation.
Education for children at Artes is interactive, exciting,
playful, and interesting alongside being informative, fruitful,
knowledgeable and very much constructive!
We target the weaknesses, behavior, speech, concepts,
critical thinking and creativity. We work on the sense of
responsibility of each student, being a good citizen and a
student of the future. As we believe that
Every Child is an Artist and so we believe in
Catalysing Core Skills!
- Mariam Malik
(Principal)
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Intr o d u c t ion:
Our academic policies are different from any conventional
school, this policy booklet will answer all your questions and
queries that you may have regarding our teaching criteria
altogether our schooling system in general. We want to
thank you for choosing to be a part of Artes Family where our
students, teachers and parents come together forming a
society of skillful and distinguished individuals.
Artes congratulates you on taking a step towards change.
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CURRICULUM
Artes is a Cambridge school. Our curriculum is designed
similarly to the Cambridge Pathway Program with drastic
changes made by our team of experienced educationists.
Instead of books and copies we have customized Study Packs
which are designed to be precise and contain only the crucial
knowledge for a focused learning experience. Study Packs also
help to reduce paper waste as Artes has a Go Green policy,
this is the first step in the right direction, we are currently in
process of digitizing the learning experience after which we
will focus on recycling the existing paper waste our planet
suffers from.

Pre- S c h o o l:
Artes being a Cambridge school at heart, our Pre-school
curriculum is inspired by the methods designed by
“Maria
Montessori” which discourages conventional system of
grading and tests. Our Montessori Directresses being AMI
trained have the experience to support the natural
development of a child from Toddler to Preschool years, they
help transform elements of the society leading to a
harmonious and peaceful world.
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Prim a r y
Our Primary curriculum has the same formula hence it is
divided in two segments; Activity Based Curriculum (ABC) &
Deep Intellectual Development (DID)

ABC ( A c t i vity Based Curriculum)
Our teachers design lectures which require the students to
attentively participate in class, indulge in activities focused
to teach the concept of a topic through the means of real life
examples and specially designed activities. The students
have a hands on experience every time they are studying a
new topic, this way the student feels involved and shows
eagerness to know more and learn more.

DID ( D e e p Intellectual Development)
Designed to provide the students a concept of self
evaluation by solving the study packs with the help of class
room lectures which our teachers deliver with complete
understanding of a concept, topic or event. The lectures are
detailed enough for students to attempt the Study Pack
independently. This program is focused to help students rely
on their ability to listen, observe, understand and process in
the classroom. Once the student adapts to this learning
approach their ability to focus will provide them with an
edge over any child learning in a traditional education
system.
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EDUCATIONAL POLICY
Core Objective

Plan n e r
Our teachers plan the lectures keeping in mind both aspects
of our curriculum namely, ABC & DID. The lectures have the
right balance between activity and written task, which is the
first step towards indulgence of the child in class room
environment. The topics included in the syllabus are selected
keeping in mind the importance of its knowledge in practical
daily life. Our goal is to keep the syllabus knowledgeable and
interesting for the young learners.

Exec u t i o n
When a new topic begins, teachers introduce it with a general
briefing regarding its aspects and relation to practical daily
life. After that the topic is explained in depth with the help of
real life examples, interactive videos and different indulging
methods through which complete understanding of the topic
is achieved. When the explanation is completed queries that
the students may have are addressed after which the students
attempt the Study Pack independently.
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OUR RESPONSIBILITY
The school has taken complete responsibility of educating the
child. Our No Homework & No Bag policies exist because we
believe if a child spends majority of the time of their life at
school it should be enough studying for the day and since our
teachers have the full responsibility of every student we want
parents to sit back and relax while we focus on the child’s
mental & physical development which will prepare them for
real life challenges ahead.

QUALITY & STANDARD
Our aim is to provide quality education which has enabled us
to focus on the content that is added to our Study Packs, we
make sure it’s up to the mark and we continue to revamp our
packs as soon as we get any chance to improve it on monthly
basis. Our Study Packs show an improvement over the years
from our initial packs to the current packs which testifies our
passion to never stop. We believe there’s always room for
improvement and there is no final form. We evolve as well as
our methods, training and energy, which has enabled us to
stay on our toes, to always keep pushing forward and so are
our Panthers taught to strive for the best and never settle for
anything less.
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Anthem
The world keeps changing
Never stops for any.
New challenge approaching
C’mon get ready!
We are the Panthers
We strive for the best
We never stop, never rest
The world is evolving
Always moving ahead
New encounters
C’mon what’s next?
We are the Panthers
We strive for the best
We never stop, never rest
The world keeps rushing
But don’t you worry
We are here to help
We will succeed.
You are a Panther
You strive for the best
Promise you won’t stop, never
rest.
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